ADDENDUM #3

INFORMAL BID

Thunderbird Stadium South Seating Lighting Replacement

TO: All Respondents

FROM: Colby Wattling

CLOSING DATE: February 27, 2019 at 3:00 PM (CHANGED)

REF NO.: 2019-112 IFB

DATE: February 25, 2019

Below are clarifications to 2 of the questions and answers posted in Addendum 2. Response deadline has also been extended 1 day to allow for bid adjustments based on new information.

Based on Addendum 2 – Q&A item 8: Removing the high-bay lighting from scope, does that also mean the replacement of the conduit and circuits serving this lighting, or is it expected that all the demo of conduit be performed and wired to the existing inside high-bay lighting?

The conduit serving these lights will still need to be replaced, as it is all on the roof and deteriorating.

Will an alternate to the suggested Viugreum fixture be allowed?

Yes, provided it is of equal or better spec.

**UPDATED RESPONSE DEADLINE:**

Wednesday, February 27, 2019 @ 3:00 PM

There are no other changes to the original specifications other than what is changed by Addendum. Acknowledgement of receipt of this and all ADDENDUM is required.

END OF ADDENDUM #3